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LIBER members: 400 research libraries in 40 countries 

We advocate mandatory exception for TDM, for public entities and private 

entities as well as individuals, non over ridable by contract or technical 

measures. We support this with the  League of European Research 

Universities, Science Europe, European University Association and 

Conference of European Schools for Advanced Engineering Education and 

Research.

 Combined, we are the voice of thousands of researchers, educators, 

innovators, libraries and scholarly institutitions. We have  full appreciation of 

the need to safeguard those who create  copyright protected works as well as 

those who further their worth — indeed we represent both.   
http://libereurope.eu/blog/2017/01/10/eu-copyright-reform-liber-joins-leading-research-groups-call-change/

http://libereurope.eu/blog/2017/01/10/eu-copyright-reform-liber-joins-leading-research-groups-call-change/


Research should enable internal market potential to the full

 If we allow TDM right only to research organisations and leave out national 

libraries and research based companies, benefit of TDM is limited

 Article179 TFEU: Union objective is to strengthen its scientific and 

technological bases by achieving a European Research Area, in which 

researchers,  scientific knowledge and technology circulate freely, 

encouraging it to become more competitive  and  promoting research 

activities. Union encourages research and technological development 

activities  of high quality, enabling exploiting the internal  market potential to 

the full,  through removal of legal  obstacles, see page 4 Of proposal  Consistency with other Union policies



JURI Amendment 31, Article 3- paragraph 1, a definition of “a person”  in 

Article 2 is needed to be added

 Technical addition: a  definition of “a person”, meaning  a public or private 

entity or an individual has to be added to the Article 2 of the DSM Directive 

definitions. This is the definition the JURI Rapporteur gave. 

 The natural person, an  individual, has  already the right to private use 

according to Infosoc directive. But there is the question of compensation for 

private use and national legislation can be unclear,  it is advisable to keep this 

in the definition. This definition of beneficiaries is exactly the same as the ITRE 

Draft Opinion and the LIBER position  



Information, Data NOT Protected  

 Intellectual property legislation does not protect ownership of information or 

data, legislation protects the reproduction of original works and sui generis 

databases and specific uses of patented inventions and  trade secrets.

 Copyright protects the form of a work, it does not protect information and  

data in a work. The facts and information in a scientific article are not 

protected. TDM is a process needed to extract data and information from a 

copyright protected work or sui generis database, not a way  to reproduce  a 

literary or artistic work in a way that has independent value.  



JURI Amendment 32, Article 3- paragraph 1 a (new), 

definition is needed in Article 2 

 Tehnical addition: ”normalised data” means data made suitable for text and 

data mining, the suitability being achieved by an exception  to allow for 

reproductions and extractions of documents protected by copyright in order to 

enable data to be submitted to text and data mining

 To recitals: Normalized data does not mean to create a new right of data 

ownership to normalised data. Data, information or knowledge is not protected 

by copyright legislation.



New Rights of  Publishers v.  Research and Innovation

JURI adresses correctly the central question with Amendment 53 and justification 

on page 70:” while strenghtening the position of press publishers the measure 

taken does not disrupt other industries ”

The valuable scientific articles is produced by researches who write them and the 

peer reviewers who review them, both groups consisting of researchers whose 

salary is paid by universities and who do not receive payment for their work from 

publishers. Text and data mining of researchers articles  does not conflict with 

the normal exploitation of works in a way that calls for separate compensation 



JURI Amendment 33- paragraph 4 a (new)

The data underlying research results needs to be available for verification. This is 

required for example in Horizon2020 funded research projects and in the 

European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity.  The JURI Amendment 33 

adresses this need. 

Possibility for verification can be  achieved by storing datasets in the data 

repository of   ZENODO https://zenodo.org/ where it is possible to choose  

restricted access to datasets. The metadata,  information on where underlying 

data for research results is stored, is found in  OpenAIRE

https://www.openaire.eu/ . 

https://zenodo.org/
https://www.openaire.eu/


Right to mine is todays right to read

Text and data mining  is creating a new renaissance for research and 

innovation – and JURI Draft Opinion facilitates this. THANK YOU!
http://www.eua.be/Libraries/research/joint-statement-eu-copyright-reform100117.pdf
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